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Abstract 

 

The automotive industry, a key sector in China’s 

industrialization and modernization efforts, has been 

developing rapidly since the “open-door policy” and 

Chinas entering in the WTO. Multinational automotive 

companies come to the Chinese market, set-up joint 

ventures and introduce advanced technology and management philosophy. Thanks to the 

technology innovation, recent years have witnessed the rise of Chinese local independent 

automakers in a very short period of time. In 2006 China became the 2nd largest automotive 

market and the 3rd largest automobile manufacturing country in the world. China’s automotive 

industry has continued to expand despite the global economic downturn and as of November 

2009 China is the largest auto market the world. On top of that China has produced 10 million 

cars so far in 2009 and as of October it become the first time a l0-million-unit car producer. 

China is expected to produce over 13 million vehicles in 2009, becoming both the world's 

largest automobile producer and consumer. The consultancy McKinsey & Company estimates 

that China’s car market will grow tenfold between 2005 and 2030. 

 

EFS has been serving the European automotive industry for the past 20 years, with a 

successful expansion to Japan in recent years. China is the next logical market as EFS sees the 

rising global attention in the automotive industry and rapid growth of business opportunities. 

Therefore EFS is preparing to enter the Chinese market in 2010.  

 

EFS with its head quarter in Vienna, is an independent consulting firm focusing on future 

technologies and market in the automotive industry. EFS’ core competencies, which cover 

technology and strategic consulting have been constantly enhanced and adapted to the 

changing challenges of the market, especially in recent years with the new product development 

of green cars. EFS supports clients from early stage of product development up to the market 

positioning of the product with respect to all technical, economic and social aspects of future 

market trends.  

 

Innovation is the key for automotive industry therefore EFS is fully aware of using innovative 

approaches combined with its core competencies to support automakers in solving their current 

and future problems according to product and market definition, concept development, series 

development, production and logistics, project and process management. 
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The object of this master thesis is to develop a business plan, 

which is feasible for EFS to expand to the Chinese market with a 

major emphasis on providing services with innovative 

approaches. Project examples will be explicit to demonstrate the 

innovative approaches and methodology. The key learning from 

this master thesis will be innovation in automotive service 

industry, value creation and entrepreneurship.  
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EFS Unternehmensberatung GesmbH 

Ungargasse 59-61 

A-1030 Vienna, Austria (HQ) 

Tel:  +43 1 710 98 00-0 

Fax: +43 1 710 98 00-10 

efs.office@efs.co.at 

www.efs.co.at 

 

Entrepreneur:  

Mr. Truls Thorstensen 

 

Co-owner:  

Mr. Christian Schaupp 

 

Description of Business: 

This business will provide consulting service on a contract basis to Automotive OEMs in China, 

which is including passenger cars and commercial vehicle manufacturers. Services include 

product definition, market definition, concept development, series development, production, 

logistics, project management and process management, etc. Contracts are normally designed 

and billed around project days; duration is normally from 3 months to 12 months, as well as in 

some extreme case it could also be just 1 day, for instance one-day workshops.  

 

Financing: 

EFS' entrepreneur Truls Thorstensen will provide EUR 110,000 that will cover the bulk of the 

start-up expenses, such as office space, office equipment, travelling expenses, and selling 

costs. The funds will be sufficient to cover the company's expenses throughout the first year of 

operations, which is the most critical from the cash flow standpoint. 

 

This confidential Business Plan has been prepared solely for information purposes and is being 

furnished to prospective investors in connection with EFS (China) Business Consultancy Co., 
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Ltd. All the information contained in the business plan has been obtained from sources deemed 

to be reliable but does not purport to contain all the information need from investors perspective. 

For more detailed information investors are urged to conduct their own investigation and 

analysis of the opportunity. The plan is not an offering or a solicitation of offers for the sale of 

any securities or financial interests in EFS (China) Business Consultancy Co., Ltd. 

 

The business plan is for your confidential use only and may not be reproduced, sold or 

redistributed without the prior written approval of EFS (China) Business Consultancy Co., Ltd.  

Any inquiries regarding this transaction should be directed to: 

Ting Wasner Lian, head of business development China 

EFS (China) Business Consultancy Co., Ltd.  

Phone: +86 13911561527   

Email: tlian@efs.co.at 
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1 Executive Summary 

EFS is an independent consulting firm focusing on future technologies and markets in the 

automotive industry. EFS' core competences, which covered technological and strategic 

consulting at the time of the company's foundation 20 years ago, have been constantly 

enhanced and adapted to the changing challenges of the market. Today we support our clients 

beginning with the product development up to the positioning of the product with respect to all 

technical and economic aspects of future market trends. Innovation is a key to our business, 

and it will be critical to be competitive and to win the future success as well.  

 

We offer detailed services such as product/market definition, concept development, series 

development, production and logistics, project and process management. 

 

Based in Vienna, Austria, EFS manages projects in Europe, the USA, and Asia. In addition, 

EFS maintains a subsidiary in Japan. Currently EFS is starting a new branch in China as EFS 

(China) Business Consultancy Co., Ltd. The office will be based in Beijing Guo Mao CBD area. 

 

Mr. Truls Thorstensen’s academic background is in Engineering Physics and Business 

Administration. 

In his role as President of EFS, also acting as project manager and expert in major customer 

projects himself, during the past 15 years he has overseen a wide array of projects in the 

Volkswagen group, mainly for Audi and VW. During this long mutual collaboration Mr. Truls 

Thorstensen was able to establish and maintain close relationships with several top-level 

managers within the Volkswagen Group in the departments of Product Development, 

Production and Marketing. 

 

Clemens Wasner will be assigned as chief representative to the Chinese market, with the goal 

of building up EFS China. Later on we will have project managers who will be in charge of the 

project teams. 

 

1.1 The Venture and its Industry 

1.2 The Entrepreneur 

1.3 The Management Team
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Ting Wasner Lian will be assigned as head of business development China, responsible for 

market entry strategies and promotion strategies.  

 

EFS (China) Business Consultancy Co., Ltd aims to offer innovative consulting services to meet 

each client’s specific needs in the highly specialized automotive commercial vehicles and 

passenger vehicles market segment especially in the R&D department. 

 

EFS' owner, Truls Thorstensen, will provide EURO 110,000 that will cover the bulk of the start-

up expenses, such as office space, office equipment, travelling expenses, and selling costs. 

The funds will be sufficient to cover the company's expenses throughout the first year of 

operations, which is the most critical from the cash flow standpoint. 

 

Sales and profits projections are based on Europe and Japan projects experiences. 

Table 1 Sales forecast 2010-2012 

 

 

EFS’ keys to success include: 

⇒ A high level of experience in automotive consulting business for more than 20 years 

⇒ A group of professionals with a broad range of specialty areas that complement each 

other 

⇒ Innovative approaches and methodologies with blue sea strategy 

1.4 Mission 

1.5 Financing 

1.6 Sales Forecast 

1.7 Key to Success 
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2 Description of Venture 

EFS was founded by three associates of the Boston Consulting Group. Following a decade of 

traditional consulting activities (focusing on issues of strategy and organization), EFS was taken 

over by the current partners and redirected towards the research and development sector. 

 

Within only two years, 90% of revenue was being generated in the R&D area. The experience 

and creativity of the EFS team, which emphasizes on developing new services for our clients, 

continues to be the driving force behind our success. 

 

Our associate structure, continuing education and training programs are continually adapted to 

suit our product portfolio. We also maintain a global partner network of consultancy companies 

and universities.  

 

Traditionally almost the entire revenue was generated in Germany however over the years EFS 

got involved in projects which required on-site presence in the US, France, Italy and Japan. 

 

As a consequence of growing business in Japan, EFS established a Japanese branch in 2008. 

The economic crisis hit Japan especially hard therefore in 2009 there was no profit growth, 

however starting from 2010 business is growing healthily with two new clients already sending 

requests for quote. 

 

In order to position itself more oriented towards growth markets EFS is planning to establish 

offices in India and China, where as the latter – being the more mature and faster growing 

market – has the higher importance.  

 

EFS is an independent consulting firm focusing on future technologies and markets in the 

automotive industry. 

 

EFS' core competences, which covered technological and strategic consulting at the time of the 

company's foundation 20 years ago, have been constantly enhanced and adapted to the 

changing challenges of the market. Today we support our clients beginning with the product 

2.1 History of EFS Unternehmensberatung GesmbH

2.2 Company Profile 
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development up to the positioning of the product with respect to all technical and economic 

aspects of future market trends. 

 

Such a wide area of activities naturally requires highly versatile staff members. Thus, our 

success is based on the diversity of our associates who are experts in various disciplines such 

as engineering, natural and social sciences, business administration, etc. Although they differ 

significantly with regard to their educational and professional backgrounds, they all share 

common goals when it comes to expertly meeting customer requirements. 

 

This combination of comprehensive expertise and outstanding commitment has enabled us to 

assist our clients realize sustainable value gains over the last 20 years. 

 

Based in Vienna, Austria, EFS manages projects in Europe, the USA, and Asia. In addition, 

EFS maintains a subsidiary in Japan. 

 

EFS offers the following services: 

⇒ Product/market definition 

                 Design 

• Determining product properties (Property ProfilerTM) 

• Simultaneous development of communication strategies 

 

Assessment (Preclinic, Clinic) 

• Target group specific assessment of design characteristics 

• Target group specific assessment of product characteristics 

 

⇒ Concept development 

      Shaping/preparation/assessment 

• Shaping and assessment of product structures and production architecture 

(MFDTM) 

• Selection of applicable technologies, comparison of concepts 

• Definition of product development core activities 

2.3 Description of Services 
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• Detailing of product specifications on the basis of defined properties (detailing of 

requirements specifications) 

• Determining target costs for materials, tools and development (MPMTM-COST) 

• Determining variant/communality targets (MPMTM-VAR) 

• Quantity and ramp up planning on a variant scale (Volumizer) 

 

⇒ Series development 

     Preparation/assessment 

• Shaping and management of change processes 

• Variant management (MPM VAR) 

• Management of product properties (weight,...) 

• Target cost tracking (costs incurred for material, tools and development ) (MPM 

COST) 

• Reconciliation of design specifications 

• Placement of orders with series suppliers (scheduling, consolidation of data) 

• Prototype trial planning (MPM VEH – Variants/Vehicle allocation) 

 

⇒ Production/Logistics 

Shaping/assessment 

 

Influence on the product 

 Influences of the logistics department on the development process 

 PBE tracking to ensure that product designs meet logistical requirements 

 

EFS value stream mapping / EFS value stream analysis 

 Development and evaluation of logistics processes with respect to new product 

developments as well as established processes - quantitative and qualitative 

assessment of alternatives 
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Pearl chain processes 

 Qualitative evaluation of component/plant fitness and quantitative analysis of 

supplier/vehicle manufacturer/market 

 

Optimization of the vertical range of production 

 Derivation of strategies from a prospective analysis of the required competences for new 

models 

 

⇒ Project/Process management 

 

Among these services the most promising for China are: 

• Product/market definition for Chinese OEMs, which plan to bring their products to 

Europe/US. 

• Concept development 

• Series development especially with focus on platform strategy for both passenger and 

commercial vehicles. 

 

Currently EFS Unternehmensberatung GesmbH doesn’t have an official, written down mission 

statement but rather principles and business-ethics, which are taught to employees by the 

entrepreneur. From our experiences and self-development, we initiate EFS China’s core 

mission statements as below. 

 

EFS’ core mission statement: 

⇒ “Employees as the source of our strength” 

⇒ “Constantly exceed our client’s expectations” 

⇒ “Continuous self-improvement” 

⇒ “Empower to self-empower” 

 

 

 

2.4 Mission Statements 
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Truls Thorstensen – CEO & President 

 

Mr. Thorstensen’s academic background is in Engineering Physics and Business Administration. 

The main stages of his professional career are: 

• Assistant to the CTO, Philips Electronics 

• Assistant Production Manager VTR/VCR, Philips Electronics  

• Head of Development and Production Electronics - VTR/VCR, Philips Electronics  

• Senior consultant in the field of automotive industry in an international business 

consultancy (Company was taken over by Daimler and integrated into the Daimler Group)  

• President of EFS business consultancy (since 20 years) 

 

In his role as President of EFS, also acting as project manager and expert in major customer 

projects himself, during the past 15 years he has overseen a wide array of projects in the 

Volkswagen group, mainly for Audi and VW. During this long mutual collaboration Mr. 

Thorstensen was able to establish and maintain close relationships with several top-level 

managers within the Volkswagen Group in the departments of Product Development, 

Production and Marketing. 

EFS has traditionally a dual focus: product/market on one hand and process/organization on the 

other. Therefore the work for the Volkswagen Group comprises a wide field of strategic as well 

as operational support projects ranging from product/market definition to product development 

and production/logistics. Herein, some projects focus mainly on Audi and VW, while others 

target the coordination and collaboration between them or facilitate Volkswagen Group research 

activities. 

 

In the field of product/market the projects deal with the link between market 

perception/acceptance and technical solutions for single vehicles, entire platforms as well as 

brand specific issues for existing and new types of vehicles. The projects focus on driving 

dynamics, driver assist systems, infotainment, passive safety and interior/exterior concepts. 

 

In the area of process/organization the projects deal with product development process, 

2.5 Background of the entrepreneur 
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simultaneous engineering, innovation management, property management, definition of core 

competencies in product development and production and design for production. 

 

Business location 

Automotive OEMs are spread around whole China, furthermore project work for our clients 

happens entirely at their site. Given this background it would not make sense to maintain a 

large office presence in China. However to be able to build up trust EFS should rent an office 

space in a well-known location. Therefore after analyzing we choose EFS China office to be 

based in Beijing China. Currently we suppose that the official EFS China office location would 

be in Guo Mao1 . The office space could be around 100 square meters, which has 3 rooms, 

including a meeting room.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Guo Mao is in the center of the most important central business district in Beijing China. All famous international 
and Chinese companies are based there.   

2.6 Business location, equipment and personnel 
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Analysis of EFS China business location 

Table 2 Business location analysis 
Reasons Impact 

• EFS’ service projects are 100% at client sites. None 

• Easy for EFS headquarter experts to fly from Vienna to Beijing, 

because Vienna has direct flights operates by Austrian Airlines to 

Beijing, but not available to flight to Shanghai yet. 

Beijing is better 

than Shanghai 

• Beijing and Shanghai in terms of standing is almost the same but 

from political point of view Beijing is much closer to the information 

flow than Shanghai. 

Beijing is better 

than Shanghai 

• Same as above, from legislation and standards (passenger cars 

and commercial vehicles) point of view Beijing is much closer to 

the information flow than Shanghai. 

Beijing is better 

than Shanghai 

• From corporate tax point of view, Beijing and Shanghai would be 

the same because projects fees are directly transferred to Vienna 

Austria, and it has no impact to the location of China branch office.

Neutral 

 

Equipment 

As normal office equipment, we need new desks, chairs, sofa, tea table, laptops, projector, 

sound system, printer, fax machine, phones, coffee machine, etc. The meeting room would be 

equipped with a projector and sound system in case our client would like to visit our office. 

Furthermore this equipment is necessary when, during our recruiting process, candidates 

present their case study results and their self chosen topic. 

 

Personnel 

At the very beginning EFS will send Mr. Clemens Wasner and Ms. Ting Wasner Lian to EFS 

China. Mr. Clemens Wasner will be the chief representative China, and Ting Wasner Lian will 

be the head of business development.  

 

Experience from Japan shows that in order to be able to cope with fluctuation and spikes in 

capacity demand, as well as with the fact that it takes a considerable amount of time to find 

qualified personnel with the appropriate language skills, as a rule of thumb EFS employs 20% 

more people than sold at projects. By doing so EFS is able to free up resources for acquiring 
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new projects as well as staff internal studies. If we have project in China, we will relocate our 

EFS experts from Europe to China, and at the same time we will also look for candidates in 

China. 

 

As EFS China will be a lean business, we would like to outsource all tasks which are not related 

to our core business such as website design, accounting, legal affairs as well as office cleaning 

services in order to cut costs. 

 

EFS is a Business-to-Business Company and our client projects are strictly confidential, 

therefore making publications out of these projects is strictly forbidden. As a consequence EFS 

has decided to go to China with its strategic partners, who are already positioned as premium in 

the market and have in-depth business contacts and know-how of the current automotive 

industry in China. 

 

By visiting potential clients directly at their site, together with our strategic partners EDAG2 and 

Magna3, EFS intends to position itself as the premium automotive consulting firm it is in Europe 

and Japan. During the entry phase EFS aims for smaller projects, which are more likely to 

receive approval. After successfully carrying out initial projects EFS aims for diversification 

within one client e.g. getting projects both in R&D and Sales & Marketing. 

 

First sales pitches started in May 2010 and client needs are identified, but the outcome is too 

early to tell, and time still needed for further in-depth discussion.  

 

Our impression with clients’ first touch is that currently China domestic consulting firms cannot 

fulfill their needs, therefore they are looking for more suitable ones from abroad, preferably from 

Europe as many Chinese OEMs licensed European automotive technology.  

 

 

                                                 
2 EDAG is the world largest independent engineering company based in Fulda Germany. 
3 Magna is one of the biggest supplier of automotive components. 

2.7 Entry and growth strategy 

2.8 Current status 
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EFS realized the growing importance of the Chinese automotive market. Furthermore EFS’ 

entrepreneur wish is that EFS can become more and more globalized. Therefore EFS is 

prepared for future development in China. 

 

The detailed future development plans as below: 

• Continuing cooperation with our strategic partners such as EDAG and Magna.  

• Identifying clients’ needs by visiting more and more clients together with EDAG, Magna 

and also as EFS alone. Detailed meetings and site visiting can increase the 

opportunities for EFS to understand clients’ current situations and challenges in order to 

define clients’ needs. 

• Maintaining client relationships by further detailed and target meetings and cooperation 

opportunities. 

• Joining valuable forums in order to present EFS to the industry 

• Continuing publications such as interviews, monthly column at China Auto Business 

Review4, etc. 

• Continuing conduction internal studies financed by EFS and related publications. 

• Continuing networking such as business events, etc. 

• Furthermore looking for more opportunities for business development. 

                                                 
4 China Auto Business Review is the leading monthly magazine exclusive for automotive industry related business 
in China. http://www.autobizreview.com/ 
 

2.9 Future development plans 
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3 Industry Analysis 

Since the reform and opening up to the outside world, multinational automotive companies have 

come into Chinese market, setting up joint ventures and introducing advanced technology and 

management philosophy. Thanks to the technological innovation recent years have witnessed 

the rise of Chinese local independent automakers in a very short period of time. With the 

soaring economy in the most populous country in the world, China is welcoming a hot and 

prosperous automobile consumption market. In 2006 China became the 2nd largest automotive 

market and the 3rd largest automobile manufacturing country in the world. In the first quarter of 

2009, the sales and output of vehicle volume reached 2.68 and 2.56 million units, up 1.91 and 

3.88 percent respectively year-on-year. As of today (July 2010) China is both the largest auto 

manufacturing and consuming country. As one of the most important emerging markets, China 

has been proved to be the most dynamic market in the world. 

 

 

Source: China Automotive Review 

 

Since November 2009 China is the largest auto market the world. China’s automobile industry 

has been in rapid development since the early 1990s. In 2008, 9.345 million motor vehicles 

were manufactured in China, surpassing United States as the second largest automobile maker, 

after Japan. Boosted by Chinese government incentives, vehicle sales in China reached a 

record of 13.6 million units in 2009, reported by China Association of Automobile Manufacturers 

(CAAM). It indeed took China to an undisputed number one position globally, more than 3 

million units ahead of the US. The Chinese total also includes about 650,000 heavy-duty trucks. 

 

3.1 Automotive Industry in China

Table 3 Chinese total vehicle sales, 2003-2008 (no. of vehicles) 
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Statistic data from JD Power & Associates shows that both passenger car production and 

commercial vehicle production from January till September 2009 have a great recovery 

evidence directly benefits from the government incentive packages. 

 

Table 4 Leading Chinese manufacturers' passenger car production, Jan-Sep 2009 (no. of 
vehicles and %) 

 
Source: JD Power & Associates 
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Table 5 Leading Chinese manufacturers' commercial vehicle production, Jan-Sep 2009 (no. 
of vehicles and %) 

 

Source: JP Power & Associates 

 

 

China’s auto production is grouped in several distinct clusters, which group around the key 

regional industrial centers, such as Beijing and Tianjin, Changchun, Chongqing, Guangzhou, 

Wuhan and Shanghai. 

 

The layout of consolidated location has both advantages and disadvantages.  

 

Table 6 Analysis of consolidated location 
Advantages Disadvantages 

• In terms of logistics both for components 

and finished vehicles, because the 

OEMs are based in the area where 

demand is also strong 

• Better for industrialization 

• Labor shortages (shortage of candidates 

in terms of qualified managers) 

• Labor becomes more expensive in area 

like Beijing and Shanghai. 

 

The industry is likely to remain concentrated in six major regions: 

• Beijing and Tianjin, where around 130 suppliers serve BAIC and Tianjin Automotive 

• Changchun, which lies to Northeast coast of China, where there are around 220 large 

suppliers serving FAW. 

• Chongqing, which lies to the heart of center of Western China, is the home of ChangAn 

3.2 Geographical distribution of Chinese auto industry 
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Motor and helps to facilitate the development of inland China. 

• Guangzhou lies to the further southern part of the southeast coast close to Hong Kong, 

where home of Japanese – Chinese joint venture such as Honda, Toyota and Nissan.  

• Wuhan capital of Hubei Province heart of China, where more than 300 suppliers serve 

Dongfeng Motor (Second Auto Works). 

• Shanghai, where around 300 suppliers serve SAIC and other local automakers. 

 

Figure 1 Location of vehicle manufacturers in China 

 
Source: EFS Unternehmensberatung GesmbH 
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Table 7 China Auto Industry SWOT 
Strengths: 

• Currently world No.1 both in market needs and production 

• Fast developing domestic industry by using their experience of joint-ventures with 

international OEMs 

• Production know-how and cheaper labor 

• Investment continues to flow to the China auto industry market  

• Stable government control secures auto industry investments 

• Fast growing attention for local Chinese automakers to develop its own platforms and 

related technologies 

Weaknesses: 

• Specialized talents are needed for OEMs to grow sustainable 

• In order to grow fast the majority of local Chinese automakers violate intellectual property 

rights, which made international OEMs reluctant to share technology 

• High import tax makes local OEMs less competitive, as it makes it difficult for foreign OEMs 

to break into the local market 

Opportunities: 

• Many OEMs in China have already been growing abroad by setting up sales representative 

offices abroad and through M&A 

• Government has recognized the significance of the automotive industry and constantly 

introduces stimulus packages to boost sales 

• Chinese government is trying to encourage fuel efficiency and clean energy vehicles, which 

brings newer technology to China. We could also see that greater changes have to be 

adapted to consumer preferences 

Threats: 

• A potential of over capacity might come to China automotive industry, consolidation process 

is happening within the industry 

• Rising of Chinese RMB will weaken the competitive advantage of Chinese OEMs: cheap 

labor 

• Rising of huge numbers of different types of passenger cars are creating the possibility that 

cars will become more and more commodity 

• The US has raised import tariffs on Chinese tires, which would have an adverse impact on 

lucrative trade 

 

3.3 SWOT Analysis 
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Table 8 Business Environment Ratings - Autos Industry Asia Pacific 
 

 

Scores out of 100, with 100 highest. Source: BMI 

 

The above business environment ranking system for the automotive industry shows the limits 

and risks of starting a new business in a particular region in Asia Pacific. By analyzing the key 

factors such as sales and output growth, international trade, market size and location, and the 

level of market competition, in addition to taking into account a country’s economic and political 

background, China ranked second, which gives us a greater potential in China. 

 

Due to the highly specialized scope of services EFS has traditionally two main competitors: P3 

Group and McKinsey. Out of these two only McKinsey has a local Chinese presence whereas 

official plans of P3 Group state that starting from 2011 they also want to build up business 

within China.  

 

So far the focus of McKinsey China seems to have little to no overlap with EFS activities in the 

region. Reasons for this are that EFS at the moment is only contacting Chinese manufacturers 

3.4 Business environment ranking

3.5 Analysis of Competitors 
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whereas McKinsey, utilizing its network from abroad, cooperates with joint ventures. 

Furthermore McKinsey did not adapt its consulting fees for the Chinese market, which put them 

out of budget for many R&D related projects in commercial vehicles. 

 

The P3 Group, which besides timing has not finalized its China strategy yet, is traditionally 

competing with EFS through pricing. All of its employees are self-employed in one-man 

companies, which put them in the constant pressure to acquire new projects by themselves. On 

the other hand this model gives each of the consultants entrepreneurial freedom when it comes 

to time and capacity decisions. What their model is lacking so far and what puts them into a 

severe disadvantage in Asia is the absence of any centralized marketing efforts namely an 

experienced manager to lead the negotiations with potential clients. Our past experience from 

Japan shows that it is very hard to gain acceptance in Asia without continuous efforts from a 

senior manager (15+ years of experience). 

 

As far as local competitors are concerned the competitive situation is completely different. 

Chinese consulting companies are relatively new in the automotive sector and therefore lack 

any experience when it comes to specialized topics such as platform strategy, complexity 

management or lining market research with an internal R&D roadmap.  

 

EFS problem is not so much the local competition itself but the understanding of what needs to 

be done from our clients’ side. ”Teach the customer” applies very well to this situation as many 

automotive executives within Chinese carmakers are relatively inexperienced compared to their 

western counterparts. 
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Table 9 An assessment of competitor marketing strategies and strengths and weaknesses 
Competitors P3 Group McKinsey Local companies 

(e.g.) Beijing Data 

100 

Service strategies Mainly project 

management services 

Industry services Independent market 

research 

Pricing strategies Lower  Premium Relatively lower 

Distribution 

strategies 
Through their clients 

from Europe 

Utilizing their clients 

from abroad 

Well-developed 

channels in the 

domestic market 

Promotion 

strategies 
Each consultant has 

to promote himself  

Use existing networks 

to approach new 

clients 

Discount on man-

days 

Strengths and 

weaknesses 
S: Very flexible 

W: unfocused 

S: Constant flow of 

projects 

W: difficult to acquire 

projects out of 

network due to 

inexperienced 

customers and high 

price 

S: Cheaper price 

W: Inexperienced with 

combined market 

know-how and 

engineering know-

how. 

 

 

One of the EFS China’s core missions is to bring its combined future market know-how and both 

technological and economical knowledge with its adapted industry experience to cooperate with 

Chinese local OEMs. So our greatest interest is to cooperate and help Chinese OEMs to grow 

faster and healthier. 

 

During Deng Xiao Ping’s time he initiated the direct acquisition of many technologies from 

foreign companies. Till now many of them have joint ventures / M&A in order to keep the speed 

of industry development, and others are looking for opportunities to develop on their own. This 

creates tremendous opportunities for EFS in cooperating with them, especially in the 

commercial vehicle segment where there are very few experienced consulting companies. 

3.6 Key Target Clients 
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Key target clients are: 

• Anhui Jianghuai Automobile 

• BAIC 

• Beiben Truck 

• Beiqi Foton 

• China National Heavy Duty Truck 

• Chongqing Lifan 

• Chongqing ChangAn Automobile 

• Jiangling Auto 

• SAIC 

• Weichai Power 

 

The consultancy McKinsey & Company estimates that China’s car market will grow tenfold 

between 2005 and 2030.  

Production & Sales - China  

Table 10 China Autos Sector - Historical Data & Forecasts 

 

e/f = estimate/forecast; * estimate; Source: China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, 

Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles 

 

 

 

3.7 Industry and Market Forecasts
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Trade 

Table 11 China autos sector - historical data & forecasts 

 

e/f = estimate/forecast; * estimate. Sources: China Association of Automobile Manufacturers; 

Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles 
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4 Operational Plan 

All of EFS’ service projects are at the client’s site in small teams or workgroups. Everybody has 

well defined tasks and, depending on the project requirements, daily reports to the clients as 

well. Management of such a team is flexible and always ready-to-change, which gives lots of 

personal flexibility and motivation to the individual employee.  

 

Currently EFS is conducting business development in China, Japan, Europe and Russia. In 

order to keep aligned globally we are using mostly cloud technology such as Dropbox (file 

exchange) and Google Docs for real time collaboration e.g. to-do-list. This has a great effect as 

everybody is getting informed with the latest development of each region. On top of that both 

services are currently free and do not require expensive licenses. 

 

Experience in Japan gives us very good examples for EFS to realize management localization 

with paying an attention to culture issues. As for EFS China, we will also follow the “rules” of 

Chinese cultures and integrate it into our daily operation. 

4.1 Description of Company’s Operation

4.2 Technology Utilization 

4.3 Management localization 
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5 Marketing Plan 

Over the last 20 years EFS has developed know-how especially on commercial vehicles, 

furthermore this market is less crowded than the passenger cars segment and thus more 

profitable. Therefore EFS China will first focus on the commercial vehicle market in China. 

  

Table 12 Sales of Commercial Vehicles in China from 2002 - 2007 

 
Source: China Association of Automobile Manufacturers 

 

Table 13 Commercial Vehicle Production in China from 2003-2008 

 
Source: Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles, China Association of 

Automobile Manufacturers 

 

As EFS is Business-to-Business Company, client projects are strictly confidential, so making 

publications out of our client projects is strictly forbidden. Around six years ago EFS started to 

conduct a series of self-financed internal studies/projects as a means to create know-how and 

to differentiate further from our competitors. This shift from traditional client projects to internal 

studies/projects is the key turning point for EFS to become innovative, because EFS focuses on 

innovative perspectives, approaches and solutions. Examples for successful studies are the 

study on car fronts (analyzing a car front with respect to different expressions of the human face) 

and parking study (designing parking assistant systems which support human brains), which 

EFS has already published in scientific papers (Human Nature). On top of these there are many 

other internal study projects, which are already finished. EFS has been published in various 

5.1 Market Segment 

5.2 Marketing Strategy 
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media around the world, as well as China, including Chinese automotive magazines, websites, 

auto show forums, etc. Furthermore the CEO of EFS writes a column for the most famous B2B 

Chinese automotive business review magazine, in which every month he comments on the 

hottest topics in the automotive industry in China and around the world. This constant media 

presence is crucial for our business development in China, as it creates awareness for our 

company.  

 

One more thing is critical in China: as a foreign company EFS has to be famous so that our 

Chinese clients will trust EFS. Famous in this context means reliability. Reliability in China is 

built on successful past projects. To acquire projects in China alone without a brand image has 

zero percent chance of success. In order to make business development in China in a short 

time and successfully, EFS will also cooperate with partners such as Magna China and EDAG 

China, as they are our long time partners in Europe and Japan already. Together with their 

brand image and brand name, it would be much easier to build trust with our target clients.  

 

EFS China will charge client projects by project days, every project would be different from each 

other depending on the project requirements, project size and project duration. In Europe we 

normally charge our clients based on man-days, but gradually we are facing difficulties with the 

flexibility of moving consultants and experts between projects. So we decided to adapt this 

scheme for China from man-days to project days, which do not state how many people will be 

locally present at each given day. This will also give us the opportunity to lower the price in the 

Chinese market without changing our current pricing scheme from Europe and Japan.  

 

Around 20 years ago EFS had projects only in the German automotive market, which EFS has 

development its own expertise, methodologies and experience. In our contracts with clients it 

states that client information and project details are strictly confidential, therefore we could not 

make excellent brochures showing long client lists and project details when implementing our 

globalization strategy.  

 

Approximately six years ago EFS established a special organizational department, which is 

called internal study department, which has mainly two vital missions:  

5.3 Pricing Strategy

5.4 Promotional Strategy 
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• First, studies that are defined should be extension of current operating service scope by 

EFS with scientific and innovative approaches. 

• Second, all internal studies are financed by EFS in order to make sure all results are 

neutral, which could be later on used as publications in magazines, newspapers, 

scientific journals, etc. as means of promotion strategy for EFS to address 

innovativeness within the automotive industry. 

 

When EFS started to pay attention to the China automotive market in early 2007, we tried many 

promotion methods, such as attending China Automotive Blue Book Forum 5 as industry experts, 

many publications in various media such as interviews by business magazines, monthly 

columns in China Business Review magazine, joining Beijing or Shanghai International Auto 

Show during the press days as industry experts, and the above mentioned most expensive and 

time consume EFS internal studies.  

 

With our experiences with promotional strategy in China, Japan and Russia, the most important 

and effective promotional method are the EFS internal studies, which create opportunities to 

show clients the EFS expertise, methodologies, and experiences without revealing the 

confidential operating client projects. Furthermore, EFS internal studies are also vital resources 

for various publications and interviews.   

 

After attending two times the Beijing International Auto Show and twice the Shanghai 

International Auto show since 2007 April, we experienced that attending Auto Shows is an 

important strategy to show our clients that EFS is operating internationally. However the press 

days normally last only for two days, and therefore the schedule of all top management and 

executives from OEMs is tight. The only opportunity for us is to shake hands with our existing 

German and Japanese clients and discuss briefly ongoing and future projects. There is not so 

much room for detailed discussion of project opportunities or any interesting EFS internal 

studies. 

                                                 
5 China Automotive Blue Book Forum is hosted by China Auto Business Review magazine, China Auto Consumers 
Report magazine and China Association of Automobile Manufacturers during Beijing or Shanghai International 
Auto Show, is one of the most important forum in China automotive industry. 
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Table 14 Promotional Strategy, Method Analysis 
Method A 

Examples China Automotive Blue Book Forum 

Costs 8,000 RMB is approximately 904EURO6 

Impact on clients • Strong impact 

• Direct through the forum audiences 

• Indirect through real time online news and later on printout news 

Speed Immediate 

 

Method B 

Examples Publications: 

• Interviews 

• Monthly columns 

Costs None 7 

Impact on clients • Strong impact 

• Direct through news or magazine readers 

• Indirect through search engine results and word-of-mouth 

Speed Neutral 

 

Method C 

Examples Beijing or Shanghai International Auto Show 

Costs None8 

Impact on clients • Strong impact 

• Direct contacts with the top managements 

Speed Immediate 

 

                                                 
6 Exchange rate from Euro to RMB is 1: 8.8532 on 16:45 July 29, 2010. Exchange rate resources are from 
Bloomberg currencies. 
7 EFS is not willing to pay for publications as advertisement. 
8 EFS normally invited as industry experts during the press day of the auto show in China. 
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Method D 

Examples EFS Internal Studies 

Costs Most expensive, depending on the type and size of studies. Normally it 

will take two persons full-time when the study starts.  

Impact on clients • Strong impact 

• Indirect through publications via online news or printout news 

Speed Slowest method because from defining an internal study to completion of 

the study takes least a year. 

 

Sales and profits projections are based on Europe and Japan projects experiences. 

 

5.5 Sales for First 3 Years 
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6 Organizational Plan 
Such a wide area of activities naturally requires highly versatile staff members. Thus, our 

success is based on the diversity of our associates who are experts in various disciplines such 

as engineering, natural and social sciences, business administration, etc. Although they differ 

significantly with regard to their educational and professional backgrounds, they all share 

common goals when it comes to expertly meeting customer requirements. Based on this 

structure, our organizational structure in China would be the same as in Europe – flat and open 

in order to achieve efficiency and flexible. 

 

As the preference of the current situation the entrepreneur would like to have 100% ownership 

of EFS China, by setting up a branch office in Beijing directly. But never the less we conducted 

a detailed potential analysis considering the following three options: 

  

Option 1: Joint venture with a Chinese partner 

This is a very common practice for foreign companies to enter the Chinese market. If the joint 

venture should not just be a coalition of the willing but a close cooperation on working level it 

requires a long lead-time. Given EFS’ cooperation history it is unlikely that a local partner can 

be found within a reasonable time frame. 

 

Option 2: starting a new venture 

From our previous experience due to EFS centralized structure, which concentrates all power in 

the hands of entrepreneur and co-owner, the company was very reluctant to open an overseas 

branch in Japan. When it finally got established there was already a positive cash flow from 

activities in Japan and thus the expenses to set-up an office could be justified. As a 

consequence of these experiences EFS will have an easier time to establish a new branch in 

China as a representative office. 

 

Option 3: cooperate with an existing (non-Chinese) partner 

Due to its excellent connections within the automotive industry EFS was able to carry out 

projects with Tier 1 suppliers and engineering companies. The nature of these projects is more 

technical oriented than the usual EFS project. 
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As these partners already suggested cooperation models for China to EFS, option 3 is by far 

the most advanced one in term of applicability. Except clear benefits such as financial risk, this 

would allow for positive cash flow from the beginning of operations. 

 

The EFS entrepreneur will have 100% control over EFS China together with his co-owner. 

 

Clemens Wasner - Chief Representative China 

At the early stage Mr. Clemens Wasner will be assigned as chief representative in China. He 

studied a combination of both Japanese studies and computer sciences, and holds a Bachelor’s 

degree in Japanese studies. He started to work for EFS in September 2006 as a consultant in 

EFS Japan. He has an entrepreneurial mindset and motivation, following this in 2008 April he 

initiated the founding of EFS Japan branch office and successfully took care of all regulatory 

and legal issues which arose. 

 

Clemens Wasner as chief representative China has the responsibilities: 

• Hiring new employees 

• Dealing with all legal and tax affairs 

• Selecting and renting the office space 

• Able to procure on behalf of EFS 

• Reporting directly to CEO of EFS Headquarter 

• Targeting clients 

• Project management 

• Contract negotiation with clients 

• Employee guideline 

• Employee training design and training 

 

6.1 Form of Ownership 

6.2 The Management-Team 

6.3 Roles and Responsibilities of Management Team
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Ting Wasner Lian as the head of Business development has the responsibilities: 

• Defining target clients 

• Planning and implementing acquisition strategies 

• Planning and implementing promotional strategies 

• Coordinating with international business development team within EFS 

• Strategic partnership cooperation within China and internationally 

• Maintaining client relationships 

• Public relations and business networking 

 

The future organizational structure of EFS China would be: 

 

Figure 2 Organizational Structure EFS China 

 

 

 

6.4 Organizational Structure 
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7 Assessment of Risk 

EFS is a consulting firm based on human capital. While expanding to a high potential market 

like China could be EFS’ long term strategy and driver for sustainability, meanwhile it is also 

very important to understand the potential risks.  

 

There are two aspects of weaknesses divided by internal and external, as below: 

Table 15 Risk Assessment 
Internal External 

Core-business based on few persons Consulting as an unstable business 

Stop innovativeness Continuity problems 

Services are highly specialized, we can’t hire 

this know-how on the job market but instead 

we have to teach it to new employees, which 

takes long time to train 

Highly political from OEMs perspective: 

• R&D opponent or uncooperative 

• Change of executive has direct impact 

and influence on relation of EFS with 

OEMs in the future 

Retaining new employees. For example, the 

new employee joined the project that are not 

suit for EFS culture might leave after few 

months 

Strategy shift from OEMs towards in-house 

consulting, for instance BMW 

Key players leaving, therefore losing 

competences, projects or in the worst-case 

clients 

Interaction of client’s project team with EFS. 

E.g. if the project team is poorly staffed or 

incompetent there is a high risk that the project 

has a negative impact on EFS client relations  

Unexpected and excessive cost increases 

 

Crisis, for instance, bankruptcy of OEMs 

Difficulties lead to longer time in searching for 

personnel 

Overly aggressive and debilitating actions by 

competitors 

  

 

7.1 Evaluate Weaknesses of Business 
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8 Financial Plan 
EFS’ CEO Truls Thorstensen will invest EUR 110,000 at the beginning to start-up the China 

business of EFS. At the beginning, the expenses will be only start-up expenses. Investment in 

HR will be one of the main investments but at the beginning it would be only two people based 

in China, and in the future, it would depend on the size and projects of the company in China. 

 

 
Table 16 Pro Forma income Statement, First Year by Month (EURO) 

 
 

Table 17 Pro Forma Income Statement, Three-Year Summary (EURO) 

 
 

 
 

8.1 Pro Forma Income Statement 
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Table 18 Pro Forma Cash Flow, First Year by Month (EURO) 

 
 

Table 19 Pro Forma Cash Flow, Three-Year Summary (EURO) 

 
 

8.2 Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement
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Table 20 Pro Forma Balance Sheet, end of First year (EURO) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.3 Pro Forma Balance Sheet
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9 Appendix 
Example publication of EFS internal studies in China Auto Business Review 
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Example publication on Human Machine Interface Reach on Auto Motor and Sport (China) 
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Example publication of monthly column from EFS entrepreneur 
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Sample of EFS China Company Introduction: 
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Sample of Management Resume: 

Clemens Wasner 

EDUCATION 

University of Vienna   M.A. in Japanese Studies    2008-present 
Research interest: development of Japanese and East-Asian mindsets   

University of Vienna   B.A. in Japanese Studies – major   2003-2006 
Emphasis in Japanese language, economy and society    
Research interest: Differences in cognition between East Asia and western countries 

Technical University of Vienna  Computer Science - minor   2000-2006 
  
Emphasis in User Interface Design, Multimedia, Web2.0    
Research Interest: User Interface Design in Asia 

Higher Technical School  Technical Computer Science   1994-1999 
  
Specialization: Telecommunication and technical informatics 
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Branch Manager    EFS Business Consulting  Tokyo, Beijing, Vienna 
• Chief representative to the Japanese and Asian market  03/2008 - present 
• Successfully established EFS Business Consulting in Japan (in charge of legal, tax, 

HR) 
• Led contract negotiations with clients and acquired projects worth more than € 

2.500.000 
• Planned and successfully executed EFS’ communication strategy for Japan, China 

and Russia; Positioned EFS through the publication of our own studies in leading 
Japanese and Chinese automotive magazines. 

• Strategy consulting and project management for a light duty truck project of Japan’s 
largest commercial vehicle maker:  

o Identified development and funding risks and ways to mitigate those risks 
o Optimized portfolio and production ramp-up 
o Planned cost and weight reduction strategy for our client  

• Initiated and supervised a cooperation model with a large engineering company, 
with the aim to raise our service portfolio. Successfully acquired projects with this 
strategy (light-weight technology, engineering excellence improvement) 

Senior Consultant    EFS Business Consulting  Tokyo, Vienna  
• Conducting in-depth Value Chain Analysis    09/2006 – 02/2008 

for a Japanese truck maker; identified savings of 15% with very low implementation 
risk 

• Leading Project Manager for an intra-corporation technical requirements project 

Strategy planning    T-Mobile International  Vienna 
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• Analyzed existing customer data to improve marketing measures 08/2003 – 08/2006 
• Strategy planning and budget allocation for the mobile content division; 30% annual 

revenue and sustainable customer increase over a period of 3 years 
• Processing of top level management reports in conjunction with vice-presidents;  

monthly presentation to country and international management 

Game Designer and Conceptor Greentube Entertainment   Vienna 
• Concept, level and AI design for an Online Game   08/2002 – 12/2002 
• Project Management and task allocation for a team of 15 members 

 

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

University of Vienna   Technical Advisor   03/2006-07/2006 
• Authoring multimedia DVDs for the Institute for East Asian Studies  
• Design and implementation of a database driven, multilingual homepage; 

presentation of the project at an international symposium 

Vienna University of Technology  Study assistant and Tutor  10/2002 - 01/2005  
• Giving lectures on User Interface Design at the Institute for Software Design 
• Preparation of lectures and practical assessments  

 

INTERNSHIPS 

R&D Trainee Motorola China, Beijing    08/2004 - 09/2004 
• Planning and execution of 3G Network testing in collaboration with China Unicom 
• Processing of test data and generating reports for China Unicom and Motorola 

International 
IT Intern  Austrian Institute for SME Research, Vienna  07/2001 - 09/2001 

IT Intern Telekom Austria, Klagenfurt    07/1999 - 09/1999 

IT Intern Philips Austria, Klagenfurt    07/1999 - 09/1999 

FURTHER LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND TRAININGS 

Business Japanese Training   Japanese Lunch - Executive Japanese Language School,   
Tokyo  
Intensive Japanese Training  Meguro Language Center, Tokyo 
Intensive Mandarin Training 2 months intensive training at the College of 

Intensive Chinese Studies, Beijing Language University 
(BLCU) 

Chinese Studies  successful completion of first year of undergraduate study 
University of Vienna 

LANGUAGE SKILLS 

German native 
English business level 
Japanese fluent conversation 
Chinese basic knowledge 
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